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The following guidelines are suggestions only. 
Training and experience will be most helpful in 
deciding the best procedures and cleaning agents 
for use in fire and smoke situations. 

You can receive professional, in-depth training 
through an IICRC Fire & Smoke Technician and 
Odour Control Technician courses that are now 
available online. Proper testing and care must be 
taken before using any of the following suggestions 
and products on any surfaces.

Types of Fires:

Safety First
Before starting a soot removal job, equip yourself with proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). 
Wood soot contains many harmful chemicals, and the small size of the particles 
allows them to penetrate deep into the lungs. Additionally, soot can combine with 
moisture to form an acid, which is damaging to people and property. Follow IICRC 
guidelines on proper PPE. 

Compatibility Testing
Before cleaning items, test to ensure that any items cleaned with water-based 
cleaning solutions are not sensitive to water: this includes distortion, color bleed, 
warping, etc. If an item is water-sensitive, dry cleaning methods will need to be used. 

Soot and Smoke Cleaning, Sealing, and 
Odour Control

Protein Fires                
These would include stove-top fires, 
burned and charred meat, or most 
fires where living tissue or hair pro-
teins are involved.

Wood and Paper Fires                
These would include attic fires, 
fireplace puff-backs, most trash-can 
fires, and general home fires where 
mostly the wood structure is involved.

Synthetic Fires               
These include fires that involve 
carpeting and upholstered furnishings, 
electrical fires, and fires where plastic 
materials have been burnt. .

Note: most home fires will be a combination of wood and synthetic types

www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/education/
https://safetyexpress.com/education/
https://safetyexpress.com/safety-ppe/respirators-respiratory-protection/half-full-face-masks/
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STEP 1 - DISPOSAL
Dispose of any heavily charred materials that can’t be salvaged.

STEP 2 - DRY SOOT REMOVAL
Wood fires are generally the easiest to clean up. The soot left behind is often dry and more easily removed by vacuuming 
and the use of a soot sponge. Use a HEPA vacuum to remove as much soot as possible. 
A non-HEPA vacuum will just blow the soot back into the air. 

Follow this up with a soot sponge (also called a dry cleaning sponge) or a lamb’s wool duster. 
Wear gloves and avoid getting the sponge wet as this will stop the sponge’s ability to ‘grab’ 
soot particles. Use the sponge like you would a giant eraser. The sponge will provide physical 
agitation and remove soot that the vacuum can’t. Be careful not to apply too much pressure 
when removing soot with a soot sponge on porous surfaces. You want to 
avoid driving the soot deeper into the surface. Using the soot sponge, 
clean from the top down. 

STEP 3 - CLEANING
Soot caused by synthetic material, like plastic, will be oily and can’t be removed with vacuuming 
and soot sponges alone. Heavy-duty degreasers are required to break down the bonds the soot 
has with the surface. Most fires are a mix of synthetic and wood, so you’ll almost always need 
to use a degreaser to completely remove the soot. Glass, highly-polished metal surfaces such 
as appliances, and natural stone are quickly damaged by acidic soot. Clean these surfaces first.

Glass:               
Spray OmniPro Ultimate Glass Cleaner onto the glass surface and 
wipe off using a microfiber cloth.

Hard Surfaces (Tile, Stone, Concrete, Countertops, Painted Drywall):               
Spray or sponge OmniPro Vission or OmniPro Fire Power onto the surface at the 
recommended dilution. Wash vertical surfaces starting from the bottom up. 
This will prevent streaks. Rinse with water and wipe dry. 
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Timing
Soot is acidic and can quickly ruin the surfaces in your home. It can damage plastics, stone, metal, grout, painted surfaces, 
and textiles. Soot can also be inhaled into the lungs and contribute to severe respiratory illnesses. When removing and 
cleaning soot-covered surfaces, time is of the essence. Begin immediately. 

https://safetyexpress.com/nacecare-tradeline-compact-hepa-vacuum/
https://safetyexpress.com/j08-ds1/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-1652-2649/
https://safetyexpress.com/j08-a30102/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-vission-cleaner-degreaser/
https://safetyexpress.com/r04-omnipro-fire-power/
www.safetyexpress.com
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Textiles (Carpet, Upholstery, and Clothing):              
Apply Sentinel Smoke & Odour Laundry Wash according to directions.  If boosting is required for:

 • Whitening – add Bridgepoint Systems Boost All according to directions
 • Degreasing – add Bridgepoint Systems Citrus Solv II according to directions
 • Deodourizing – add OmniPro Smoke and More Original

Rinse carpet and upholstery according to directions with either Flex Fire for 
polyester or olefin fibers, or Flex Ice for nylon or wool fibers.

Wood:          
Porous, deeply stained wood might require the use of a degreaser to lift the soot out of the pores. 
Apply a light amount of OmniPro Vission, if needed, to remove embedded soot. Use as little as 
possible and be aware that excess water can warp the wood. Wipe off any remaining moisture.

If a degreaser won’t remove the soot, you can use #0000 steel wool.

After cleaning, the oils in the wood can be removed and leave the wood looking dull. 
Apply OmniPro Lemon Oil Furniture Polish to restore luster back to the wood. 

STEP 4 – ODOUR NEUTRALIZATION

Vaportek VaporShark along with Smoke Odor Solution (SOS) membranes, 
or a Hydroxyl Generator can be used as soon as you begin working since 
they can be used in occupied areas.

Use a ULV (cold) fogger to apply OmniPro Smoke & More Lemon or 
OmniPro Smoke & More Original at the recommended dilution.

When spraying a hard surface like drywall, 
wipe off the surface using a towel 
to prevent water spots. Some surfaces 
like glass won’t need deodorization
if they’ve been cleaned properly.

www.aramsco.com

ULV Wet 
Fogger with 
Flow Control
Light-blue, 5L ULV 
Fogger with flow control, 
for use in deodorizing 
and disinfecting both 
open areas and sub-
surfaces. 

Functions well with both 
oil  and water-based chemicals.

Features include:

 Adjustable flow control valve

 Super high-speed 2-stage 
motor

 Variable-rate output from 
0-16 oz. oz. per minute

 Flexible 12” directional hose

 Corrosion-proof poly supply 
tank

 

 

 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Tank Capacity 5L

Power 110V/60HZ

Atomization Rate Up to 16oz/minute (adjustable)

Particle Size 10-150µm (adjustable)

Effective Range 20-25 feet

Hose Length 12”

Chemical Handles both oil and water-based 
chemical solutions

Dimensions 22.05” x 9.45” x 12.6”

Weight 8.33 lbs.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

2684-0633 ULV Wet Fogger, 
5L, Light Blue
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www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/sentinel-505-smoke-odor-laundry-wash-1-gal/
https://safetyexpress.com/bridgepoint-boost-all-ph-boosting-agent-2lb/
https://safetyexpress.com/bridgepoint-citrus-solv-ii-cleaning-booster-and-fragrance-additive-4l/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-smoke-more-heavy-duty-deodorizer-4l/
https://safetyexpress.com/bridgepoint-flex-fire-carpet-rinse-emulsifier-6lb/
https://safetyexpress.com/flex-ice-powdered-neutralizing-extraction-rinse/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-vission-cleaner-degreaser/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-lemon-fresh-furniture-polish/
https://safetyexpress.com/vaportek-vaporshark-industrial-system-c-w-5-m/
https://safetyexpress.com/vaportek-vaporshark-sos-membranes-5-pk/
https://safetyexpress.com/titan-1000-hydroxyl-generator/
https://safetyexpress.com/ulv-fogger-with-shoulder-strap-and-flow-control/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-smoke-more-lemon-hd-deodorizer-4l/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-smoke-more-heavy-duty-deodorizer-4l/
https://safetyexpress.com/rag-wipers-white-25-lb/
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If a ULV fogger isn’t reducing the odour, try using a thermal fogger. 
A thermal fogger creates smaller particles than a ULV fogger which allows 
them to penetrate deeper into materials. Proper safety procedures, including 
appropriate respiratory protection, must be followed when using a thermal
fogger. Use the following deodourizers for these types of fires:

 • Protein Fires: 
  Odorx Thermo2000, Citrus

 • Wood and Paper Fires: 
  Odorx Thermo-2000, Cherry
 
 • Synthetic (plastics) Fires:
  Odorx Thermo-2000, Kentucky Blue Grass

STEP 5 – ODOUR SEALING

Some odours are so extreme that they require a sealer to prevent them from returning. This is often the case with porous 
materials like drywall or wood. The small size of the smoke molecule, and the heat and pressure from the fire, drive the 
molecule so deep into the material that cleaners and deodorizers are ineffective at removing these odours. 

In these severe cases, a sealer can be painted on to the material to permanently trap odours behind a water-permeable 
barrier. It is important to use a professional-level sealer. Cheaper sealers will cost you much more money in the long run since 
odours, and even smoke stains, can reappear after painting over the sealer. This will require you to repeat the sealing process 
with a higher-quality sealer, ultimately costing you much more in labor and materials. Do it right the first time. 

Ensure the surface is dry and free from soot before applying sealer.

Apply sealer according to label directions. Sealers can be sprayed, 
rolled, or brushed on.

Recommended sealers:        
   
   Clear to  Milky White:  Sentinel 538 Smoke & Odor Encapsulant
                Fiberlock Recon Ultra Smoke Odor Sealer

                White:  Sentinel 538W Smoke & Odor Sealer
                Fiberlock Recon Smoke Odor Sealer 

Once dry, the surface may be painted. The sealers above serve as both primer and sealer.
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www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/hydro-force-as42-electric-thermal-fogger-110-volt/
https://safetyexpress.com/odor-x-thermo-2000-citrus-water-based-thermal-fogging-agent-4l/
https://safetyexpress.com/odor-x-thermo-2000-cherry/
https://safetyexpress.com/odor-x-thermo-2000-kentucky-blue-grass/
https://safetyexpress.com/sentinel-538-smoke-odor-encapsulant-sealer-primer-clear-5gal/
https://safetyexpress.com/fiberlock-recon-ultra-smoke-odor-sealer-white-5-gal/
https://safetyexpress.com/sentinel-538-smoke-odor-encapsulant-sealer-primer-white-5gal/
https://safetyexpress.com/fiberlock-recon-ultra-smoke-odor-sealer-white-5-gal/
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ATTRIBUTES TO LOOK FOR IN A QUALITY SEALER   
 
 • A water-based formulation. Use of a water-based sealer will save you time, money, and headaches. Oil-based   
  formulations increase the risk of fire damage and require extra care: increased ventilation, evacuation of inhabitants,  
  and removal of all ignition sources. Legacy sealers, such as shellacs should be avoided except for very niche circum  
  stances since water-based sealers will be the best choice for the vast majority of fire jobs you deal with.
 
 • A sealer that will seal in smoke odours but will be permeable and allow water evaporation. This prevents 
  condensation behind the sealed surface which can lead to mold and water damage.
 
 • Easy to clean up and remove from spraying/painting equipment. Some sealers can become so hard and impervious   
  to chemical cleanup that you’ll have to throw away your paint sprayer.
 
 • Low volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Water-based formulations almost always produce lower VOCs than their   
  oil-based counterparts.
 
 • Easy waste disposal requirement. Oil-based solutions will generally have special disposal requirements.
 
 • Minimal PPE requirements. It’s always advisable to use eye and hand protection, but oil-based sealers will often   
  have special respiratory PPE requirements as well.

 • Minimal off-gassing odours.
 
 • Easy mixing. Shellacs and oil-based sealers can be difficult to mix.

Additional Tips: 
Water damage is often a secondary issue with structural fires. 
 
 • Detect wet areas using an OmniPro meter. 

 • Air quality can be measured using 
  an OmniPro X16-200 Mini Particle Counter.
  
 • Accelerate drying of large areas with a large 
  OmniDry air mover, or for small areas, like closets, 
  use the OmniDry mini air mover.

Safety Express is your partner in Fire Remediation.  Contact your local branch today or visit our webiste to 
find out more about the products mentioned in this article or to register for IICRC training classes.
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www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-m18-400-multi-function-4-in-1-meter/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnipro-x16-200-mini-particle-counter-0-3-2-5-micron/
https://safetyexpress.com/omnidry-mini-airmover-with-daisy-chain-blue/


HAVE YOU WINTERIZED
YOUR EQUIPMENT?

IT’S NOT TOO LATE!
CONTACT US TODAY & BOOK NOW!!!
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Get Your Holiday Gift from our Service Department!
Our team of Service Technicians across the country are standing 

by to help get all of your equipment repaired and serviced. 
We repair and provide preventative maintenance for:
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 Waste Tank Odor Eliminator Puck 
with foam control

Bring us your equipment for service 
this winter and receive a

FREE

THE COLD WEATHER HAS ARRIVED!

Offers  valid until December 31st 2020.

• Drying Equipment
• Extraction Equipment
• HEPA Equipment

• Instrumentation
• Grinders, Scrapers & Polishers
• Vacuums

We are now an 
Authorized Proteam Warranty 

Repair Center!

www.safetyexpress.com


Part #  Description  Price

ES21547SL Cleanco SLX 47 Truckmount $39,500

 & GET a

PURCHASE AN SLX 47
SLIDE IN TRUCKMOUNT

$500 CREDIT
FOR ESTEAM CHEMICALS
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Offer valid until December 31st 2020.  $500 credit is valid until December 31st 2021.

BUY NOW

FEATURES:

 X Kubota WG 972 liquid cooled gasoline engine

 X Roots 47 DSL Whispair positive displacement 
vacuum blower, vacuum at 13Hg flows up to 455 CFM

 X 3CP Cat pump with hi temp seals producing up to 
2000 psi complete with clutch activation

 X Ceramic coated multi-stage heating system 
delivering consistent heat

 X Waste tank 90 gallon marine grade aluminum 
construction, powder coated

 X 150 ft x 2” Vacuum hose & 150 ft ¼” high pressure 
solution hose

 X Stainless steel powder coated tubular frame

www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/cleanco-slx-47-truckmount-with-waste-tank-hoses-wand/
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The V-FORM full body safety harness 
features a patent-pending RaceFORM 
buckle, bulky chest straps are elimi-
nated for a close and comfortable fit. 
The athletic cut of the V-FORM harness 
contours to the body improving upper 
torso movement on the job, while its 
downward adjusting design allows you 
to quickly adjust your harness for a fit 
that lasts throughout the day.

The V-FORM+ Safety Harnessis a 
patent-pending racing style buckle, 
bulky chest straps are eliminated for a 
close and comfortable fit. The athletic cut 
of the V-FORM+ harness contours to the 
body, improving upper torso movement on 
the job, while shoulder padding eliminates 
pressure points for all day comfort. The 
full-body harness comes with a Back 
D-Ring and Tongue Buckle Leg Straps.
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Item Description

MSA10196642 V-Form Full Body Harness (Standard)

MSA10197160 V-Form Full Body Harness (XL)

MSA V-FORM HARNESSES MSA V-FORM+ HARNESSES

Item Description

MSA10205845 V-Form+ Full Body Harness (Standard)

MSA10206086 V-Form+ Full Body Harness (XL)

The New V-Series shock-absorbing lanyard line simplifies 
product selection by offering a concise line of standard 
lanyards that meet a wide range of needs.

MSA V-SERIES LANDYARDS

Item Description

MSA63011-00E V-TEC Mini Personal Fall Limiter 6' 

MSA63206-00ACA V-TEC Standard Cable Self-Retracting Lifeline 20'

Item Description

MSA10188100 V-Series Lanyard Single leg 6' Small SnapHook

MSA10188101 V-Series Lanyard Twin leg 6'  Large SnapHook

MSA10188103 V-Series Lanyard  Single leg 6'  Large SnapHook

V-TECH PFLS AND SRLS 
The V-TEC personal fall limiters and self retracting lifelines 
are developed using multiple spring radial energy-absorbing 
technology. They include a clear, durable protective cover on 
the labels to increase service life, and allow for easy inspection.

www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-form-harness-standard-w-back-d-ring-tongue-buckle-leg-straps/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-form-harness-extra-large-w-back-d-ring-tongue-buckle-leg-straps/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-form-harness-standard-w-back-d-ring-tongue-buckle-leg-straps-1/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-form-harness-extra-large-w-back-d-ring-tongue-buckle-leg-straps-1/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-tec-mini-personal-fall-limiter-6-single-leg-36sc-snaphook-steel-carabiner/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-tec-standard-cable-self-retracting-lifeline-20-galvanized-cable/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-series-standard-single-leg-adjustable-energy-absorbing-lanyard-6-36c-small-snaphook/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-series-standard-twin-leg-adjustable-energy-absorbing-lanyard-6-36cl-large-snaphook/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-series-standard-single-leg-adjustable-energy-absorbing-lanyard-6-36cl-large-snaphooks/
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MSA polycarbonate visors reliably protect against 
impact, chemical splash and UltraViolet radiation. 
They are the perfect solution for general and basic 
applications and can be worn with helmet-mounted 
ear muffs.
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Item Description

MSA10115836  V-GARD Clear PC Contoured Visor 

MSA10115821 V-GARD PC Visor Frame for Slotted Hard Hats, for Elevated Temperatures 

MSA V-GARD VISORS AND BRACKETS

The MSA V-Gard Helmet, with its distinctive trademark 
"V" design and Fas-trac ratchet suspension is known for
comfort, quality, and durability. 

MSA V-GARD HART HATS

Item Description

MSA475358 MSA V-GARD Hard Hat White Type 1 w/Ratchet

MSA475359 MSA V-GARD Hard Hat Blue Type 1 w/Ratchet

MSA475363 MSA V-GARD Hard Hat Red Type 1 w/Ratchet

MSA475360 MSA V-GARD Hard Hat Yellow Type 1 w/Ratchet

MSA SUPER-V HARD HATS
The Super V is MSA's V-Gard Hard Hat with Type II approval. 
With Fas-Trac suspension the Super V is the best hard hat 
choice when protecting from top and lateral/side impacts.

Item Description

MSAC217091 MSA Super-V Hard Hat White Type 2

MSAC217092 MSA Super-V Hard Hat Blue Type 2

MSAC217093 MSA Super-V Hard Hat Yellow Type 2

Designed for superior 
lifespan, these maintenance 
free Single-Gas Detectors are 
the smart choice for market-
leading, cost-effective gas 
monitors.

MSA ALTAIR SINGLE GAS DETECTORS MSA ALTAIR MULTIGAS DETECTORS 
Features the industry's first 
MotionAlert™ and InstantAlert™ 
features with standard Bluetooth 
connectivity. It uses 40% less 
calibration gas per minute than 
industry average.

Item Description

MSA10092521 MSA ALTAIR Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 

MSA10092522 MSA ALTAIR Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

MSA10092523 MSA ALTAIR OXYGEN (O2)

Item Description

MSA10178557 MSA ALTAIR 4XR Multigas Detector 
Charcoal, LEL, O2, H2S & CO

www.safetyexpress.com
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-gard-clear-pc-visor-contoured-8-x-17-x-04/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-gard-pc-visor-frame-for-slotted-hard-hats-for-elevated-temperatures-176c/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-guard-hardhat-w-fas-trac-ratchet-white/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-gard-hard-hat-blue-type-1-fas-trac-suspension/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-gard-hat-w-fas-trac-suspention-red/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-v-gard-hard-hat-yellow-type-1-w-fas-trac-ratchet-suspension/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-super-v-hard-hat-white-type-2-fas-trac-suspension/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-super-v-hard-hat-blue-type-2-fas-trac-suspension/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-super-v-hard-hat-yellow-type-2-fas-trac-suspension/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-altair-hydrogen-sulfide-h2s-maintenance-free-single-gas-detector/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-altair-carbon-monoxide-co-maintenance-free-single-gas-detector/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-altair-oxygen-o2-maintenance-free-single-gas-detector/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-altair-4xr-multigas-detector-charcoal-lel-o2-h2s-co/
https://safetyexpress.com/msa-altair-4xr-multigas-detector-charcoal-lel-o2-h2s-co/

